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A riotous, fast-paced spoof of the Victorian Gothic novel, complete with the
big house, a cast of sinister grotesques, indulgent father, ebullient heroes,
unswervingly loyal and talented servants...and the ever threatening wolves.
An easy read, although some of the language of clothing may need explanation.
It is definitely an action story with girls as central characters, though the
wolves, the humour and the action will appeal to boys too.
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It was dusk - winter dusk. Snow lay white and shining over
the pleated hills, and icicles hung from the forest trees.

Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
From a family of writers, Joan Aiken was born in East Sussex in 1924 and was educated at home by
her mother until the age of 12. She loved reading, especially Dickens, whose style was to have some
influence over her later writing. Opting not to go to University, she decided to write instead and had
her first story published at the age of 18. After working for the United Nations Information Office for
six years, she worked at a magazine for a while before being able to write full-time after the success of
The Wolves of Willoughby Chase, the first in the James III series set in an alternate England.
She had two children with her first husband who died prematurely in 1955, though she later married an
American painter in 1976. Aiken died in 2004, shortly after completing the final novel in the series.

What’s the story about?
In this alternative version of history, England is not a safe place for young girls! It is winter and the
menacing, man-eating wolves are on the prowl in Willoughby Wold. Meanwhile, in the one oasis of
warmth, Willoughby Chase - the palatial home of Sir Willoughby Green, plans are afoot. Due to his
wife’s poor health, the pair are to sail to the Mediterranean leaving their young daughter, Bonnie, in
the care of a new governess and his distant fourth cousin, the villainous Miss Slighcarp. Fortunately
for Bonnie, she is joined by her cousin, Sylvia, an orphan who, until now, had been living with Sir
Willoughby’s older sister in London; the impoverished, though genteel, Aunt Jane. The two girls,
though very different in temperament, become instant friends.
After Sir Willoughby’s departure, things change rapidly at Willoughby Chase. Slighcarp dismisses
most of the servants, wears Lady Green’s gowns, treats the children cruelly (including starving them
and shutting Bonnie in a cupboard) and, now aided and abetted by the mysterious, but equally sinister
Mr Grimshaw, she plots to fraudulently amend Sir Willoughby’s will, leaving everything in her own
name. Plans for the scheme, however, are overheard by Bonnie and Sylvia. After their foiled attempt
to expose Slighcarp, Bonnie is cruelly told she is now an orphan and the two cousins are sent to the
harsh ‘school’ of Mrs Brisket. This is more akin to a concentration camp where the girls are stripped of
an identity: their hair is shorn, they are starved, over-worked, addressed by numbers rather than names
and encouraged to ‘snitch’ on one another for bits of cheese. But they manage to escape with the help
of loyal servants, James and Pattern, and the curious Simon, a young boy that lives on the land in the
grounds of Willoughby Chase.
Simon and the two girls head to London to find the family lawyer to ensure justice is done, but when
they see Grimshaw entering the lawyer’s premises, they decide to seek out Aunt Jane instead who is
now almost a cadaver through starvation. With the help of a young doctor who lives downstairs, they
not only nurse Aunt Jane back to health, but catch Grimshaw breaking into her lodgings. He confesses
the whole plot and the entire ensemble of characters, plus police, head back to Willoughby Chase where
Slighcarp and Brisket are now firmly and comfortably ensconced. All’s well that ends well though:
the evil pair are tricked into revealing their true knavery and are arrested and taken away, while Sir
Willoughby - not dead after all - returns and adopts Sylvia. He makes Aunt Jane, still too proud to
accept charity, head of the girls’ school he is to open.

Themes to look out for
• Good versus evil
• Presence of danger

• Justice
• Poverty and wealth
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• Adventure
• Nature

Literary techniques

Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters
Bonnie Green
A good-natured, boisterous innocent, Bonnie, the heroine of the story, is ready to embrace all those
around her – even, initially, Miss Slighcarp. Having a keen sense of right and wrong, she quickly
grows indignant at Slighcarp’s brutishness and is rightfully outraged by any unjust behaviour
towards herself and others. With an adventurous spirit she stands up for herself and for others,
dealing bravely with every incident that comes her way.

Sylvia Green
Sylvia is the antidote to Bonnie’s gregarious nature, being timid and physically weaker than Bonnie.
However, she does possess her cousin’s kindness and thoughtfulness and spends much time fretting
about her poor Aunt Jane who has been her guardian since her parents died.

Aunt Jane
Sir Willoughby’s poor, but proud sister, Aunt Jane, is lampooned by Aiken; her over concern
with appearances at the expense of comfort and survival is faintly ridiculous, old-fashioned and
ultimately debilitating as she steadfastly clings to an out-dated way of life that she can no longer
afford, even when close to death’s door!

Sir Willoughby Green
Affable and liberal, Sir William is indulgent towards his daughter Bonnie, encouraging her lively
recklessness, and devoted to the welfare of his wife. Although a source of humour and kindness, he
is no buffoon or weakling, dealing swiftly and decisively with Slighcarp who cannot help but obey
him without argument.
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Miss Slighcarp
Stern and stiff, she is a grotesque spoof of the Victorian children’s governess - despising all children,
especially her charges, Bonnie and Sylvia, since they stand in her fiendish way as she schemes to
control Sir Willoughby’s estate. Though a frightful, evil character, Slighcarp provides much of the
humour in the novel with her melodramatic language and sudden violent outbursts bordering on
the insane. The novel is at its most entertaining when she is around since the reader does not know
what skullduggery or extreme action is coming next.

Mr Grimshaw
Slighcarp’s villainous sidekick, he meets Sylvia on the train as she journeys to Willoughby Chase.
Her immediate anxiety about him also alerts suspicions in the reader. He is the stranger children
shouldn’t talk to: seemingly kind, offering chocolates, cakes and warmth and even saving Sylvia
from the wolves, but it is all part of his con-trick, winning her trust to gain access to Willoughby
Chase and Slighcarp.

Simon
A saviour figure to the girls, Simon is a good-natured, even-tempered, talented orphan boy, wise
beyond his years. He lives on his own in a cave at Willoughby Chase, wanting very little from
other humans and being at one with nature as he rears geese and lives on chestnuts. Interestingly,
along with Slighcarp, he is the only other character in the novel who is seemingly beyond the harm
of the wolves.

Mrs Brisket
A monstrous carbon copy of Slighcarp, Mrs Brisket, whose eyes are as ‘yellow as a tiger’s’
tyrannically rules the oppressive orphanage Bonnie and Sylvia are sent to. Like Slighcarp, Mrs
Brisket is a spoof of the child-hating Victorian literary figure in charge of children’s welfare.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

Willoughby Wold
With the dusky darkness, pleats of snow and wild
marauding wolves, Willoughby Wold is an eerie,
fearful place to live. This setting and its recurring
motifs of snow, cold and wolves is used to remind the
reader of the lurking danger to the children ever-present
in the novel. It is only near the end of the story when the
children, accompanied by the police, return to Willoughby
Chase ready to defeat the evil the Slighcarp and Brisket, that the
snow melts and the wolves move north indicating that the threat is over.

Willoughby Chase
Amongst the foreboding descriptions of Willoughby Wold lies the imposing yet immensely ‘...warm
and welcoming...’ Willoughby Chase. Oozing with descriptions of old wealth: ‘ ...two carved alabaster
wolfhounds...the magnificent marble staircase...the portrait gallery...a heavy marble hairbrush...’ Aiken
not only evokes the great gothic mansions of Victorian literature, but the opulent descriptions establish
a reference point for the reader to later compare Bonnie and Sylvia’s dire experiences in the orphanage.

Aunt Jane’s attic
In stark contrast to her brother’s home, Aunt Jane’s attic in the ‘genteel’ side of town is freezing cold,
meagre and sedate, reflecting Sylvia’s experiences before she visits Willoughby Chase. The massive
contrast in the children’s background momentarily makes the reader wonder how the two children
might get on with each other.

The railway compartment
The railway compartment is an enclosed, claustrophobic environment, trapping Sylvia with
Mr Grimshaw as she starves and battles the freezing and uncomfortable conditions. She
readily submits to Grimshaw’s temptations of food and warmth and her vulnerability and
insecure position is symbolised further by the penetration of the wolves into the carriage.

Mrs Brisket’s orphanage
The orphanage is presented in foreboding terms: they arrive at night, the house looms ‘high and dark’,
the bell sounds ‘harsh’ and inside it is ‘dim and stuffy’. Bonnie and Sylvia soon discover that behind
the educational facade of the establishment lies a tyrannically run workhouse. With overtones of a
Nazi concentration camp, the children have numbers instead of names and are encouraged to inform
on one another for meagre food rewards. It is within this dehumanising setting that Bonnie’s courage
and bright, sympathetic spirit shines, inspiring a collective spirit amongst the children as she heroically
escapes with Sylvia.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which
a novel is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise
Following a chronological structure, the action begins quickly and dramatically. Willoughby Chase
and its surroundings are used to quickly set the scene - the descriptions of wolves and winter show
danger around the isolated sanctuary of the warm and plush interior of the house. Pandemonium
heralds Slighcarp’s entrance to the novel interrupting the established cosy atmosphere and very
swiftly the reader’s interest is engaged in this strange, threatening world. After this, Aiken tends to
inform the reader of plot developments through conversations between characters rather than through
narrative, with the wolves providing moments of crisis. As the novel progresses the threat to the
children from the wolves recedes, usurped by the real threat from Slighcarp, Grimshaw and Brisket.
After many cliffhangers and complications, the novel travels in full circle, ending at Willoughby
Chase with all the major characters present for the classic denouement and happy ending.

Narrative techniques

Written in the third person, the narrator focuses on the detail of expression for comedic purposes
and the detail of possession to create a sense of time and place. The pacy narrative sympathetically
shows the story from both Bonnie and Sylvia’s point of view; the reader understanding as much
or as little as they do. We do not learn who Grimshaw is until they do; we do not learn who the
mysterious caped woman is until they do. This narrative technique intensifies the novel’s sense of
mystery and tension as we align ourselves to their plight and share their sense of vulnerability in a
world of crooked adults.
It is also a narrative with an impish sense of humour. It ridicules Aunt Jane’s outmoded ideas as well
as describing some of the overtly violent and threatening scenes involving Slighcarp and Grimshaw
with comic-book bravado, leaving the reader in no doubt that the children will prevail in the end.
Meanwhile, looming over the whole of the narrative is the wolves’ motif, though this dissipates
towards the end of the novel signalling a shift in power; as the wolves retreat, the threat from
Slighcarp diminishes.
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Language
Set shortly after 1832 in a ‘period of English history that never happened’ Aiken’s crisp yet highly
descriptive style is important not only to evoke a sense of the world in which the novel is set, but
also to create a sense of unease within the reader. The novel opens with a paragraph describing
its world using imagery of cold and the repetition of ‘Snow lay...’ emphasising the chilly eeriness
of the place, ominous and unforgiving. In contrast, Willoughby Chase is described using the
semantic field of warmth, and noun phrases to show wealth: the girls wear ‘warm wadded satin
dressing gowns’ and ‘a soft, thick woollen dress’ - the excessive use of adjectives reflects their
excess of wealth, but also acts as a contrast when the girls are impoverished at the workhouse
later on. Slighcarp’s melodramatic language and insults, ‘blockhead...prying wretch...’, turns her
into a caricature comic-book villain, a pantomime source of fun - encouraging the reader to laugh
at her outrageous behaviour.
There are a variety of sentences used depending upon the action: complex sentences are used
when Aiken sets a scene or describes a situation, while shorter, simple sentences are used when
she wants to emphasise a point for dramatic effect, humour or to speed up the action.

Special feature
Alliteration and assonance
Alliteration is the repetition of
the same consonant sound while
assonance is the repetition of a
vowel sound.

One of the reasons The Wolves of Willoughby Chase should be read aloud is to make the most
of Aiken’s delicious use of alliteration and assonance throughout the novel - evoking sounds,
creating a sense of atmosphere or reflecting a character’s experience. As Aiken sets the frosty
scene in Chapter 1 she describes how the snow lay on ‘...the dark road across Willoughby Wold...’.
The poetic and plaintive use of assonance of the ‘oa’ sound in the first paragraph suggests the
earth is groaning under the freezing cold. Later, in the same chapter, the alliterative ‘f’ as the
maid ‘...in front of the fire, was folding and goffering the frills of twenty lace petticoats,’ suggests
the sounds of the flickering fire the maid is stood in front of, as well as the sound of the air made
as she folds the petticoats. Later, in Chapter 7, as Sylvia and Bonnie spend their first night at the
dreadful orphanage they hear ‘...iron wheels clang on the cobbles; somewhere a church clock
struck midnight...’. The sound of alliterative hard ‘c’ here is harsh, as are their new surroundings.
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Activities
for
children

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Life in
the 1800s

What was the role of a governess in the 1800s?
What toys would a wealthy child have in the 1800s?
What were Victorian homes for the wealthy like?
What was the social etiquette for girls in the 1800s?
What was an orphanage like in the 1800s? How were
children treated and what were they expected to do?
What became of many orphans when
they left orphanages?

Debate

Is a rebellious nature a good or a bad quality?
What is ‘social etiquette’?
How might it help and how might it inhibit?
Is there a place in this world for dangerous animals?
Should children be made to work?
Why are some people greedy?
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Pictures
and objects
Explore photographs and paintings of Victorian workhouses and describe
what it must have been like to have been there. What emotions do they evoke?
Compare with pictures and paintings of the interiors and exteriors of stately
homes. What must it have been like to live there? How do the two settings
compare? How would you feel if you had to move from one to the other?
How would you behave in each setting?

Facts
Wolves: what do you really know about them? Find out!
In what countries can you find wolves living in the wild?
What do wolves eat?
What is a governess?
When was the first orphanage built?
What is an omnibus?
What is a workhouse?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques
Read to the end of Chapter 2
Focus on...
•
•
•
•

Presentation of character
Presentation of their world
Use of alliteration and assonance
The tone of the novel

Things to discuss
Character: Explore the presentation of the following characters: Bonnie, Miss
Slighcarp, Sir Willoughby, Sylvia, Aunt Jane and the man in the carriage? How do
you feel about each character?
What images does Miss Slighcarp’s name conjure up?
Why do you think Slighcarp reacted so violently to Pattern?
How do you think Bonnie and Miss Slighcarp’s relationship will develop?
How would you describe Bonnie and her father’s relationship?
Which of the characters provide the greatest source of humour in the novel so far?
Which is your favourite character so far?
Who are you most fearful of and why?
Who are you most suspicious of and why?
Is Sylvia right to trust the man in the carriage? How might he be sinister? What
would you have done in her place?
How are the wolves presented? How do you imagine them?
What might they represent?
Setting: How is Willoughby Wold and Willoughby Chase presented? Have you ever
been to a place like Willoughby Chase?
How does the setting in Chapter 1 compare with Aunt Jane’s setting in Chapter 2?
Why did Aiken make them so different?
Sylvia is feeling uncomfortable with the strange man in the train compartment.
How might the setting heighten these feelings?
Structure: How does Aiken maintain your interest in the novel? What questions
would you like answering?
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Language: Pick out examples of alliteration and assonance and explain what they might suggest?
Tone: How would you describe the tone of the novel? What words, phrases or events have helped
you to come to that conclusion?
Story: What do you think of the opening of the novel?
Have you read anything like this before?
What do you think will happen next?
Is there anything unusual about the novel?

You could...
Explore what was the funniest moment in the novel so far and then discuss the different ways Aiken
presents comedy in the first two chapters. Consider the following areas: character, description, the
unexpected, farce, action, melodramatic language. Next, decide what was the most frightening
moment in the novel. Do you think the mix of comedy and fear works?
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2

Read to the end of Chapter 4
Focus on...
• The presentation of Mr Grimshaw
and Simon
• How a sense of danger is created

Things to discuss
Character: How would you describe Sylvia and Bonnie’s relationship?
How is Mr Grimshaw presented? Do you believe he has lost his memory?
Why/why not?
Bonnie and Sylvia offer two very different ideas as to the people and happenings
they witness in the great library. Whose version are you more inclined to
believe? Has anything you have read so far influenced this decision?
How might Grimshaw and Slighcarp know one-another?
Who do you think the woman in the red coat might be? How might she fit into
the story?
Setting: The snow and the wolves are always in the background of this story.
Why has the author chosen to do this?
Narrator: What does the narrator’s words ‘poor Sylvia’ suggest about the way
she feels about her?
Structure: How is a sense of danger created? How are you forewarned that
danger is ahead? How does it make you feel?
What effect does seeing the action through the girls’ eyes have on you?
Language: What does the use of the exclamation mark in Bonnie’s character
suggest about her? And what does the same punctuation mark used by Sylvia
suggest about her?
At the end of this section, the number of adjectives used in the noun phrases are
quite extravagant, for example ‘voluminous warm white flannel gowns.’ What
does this technique suggest about the girls’ situation?
Story: What do you think is going on in this story?

You could...
Pick out words and phrases used to describe Willoughby Chase. What semantic
fields might they belong to? What impression does the writer give of the house?
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3

Read to the end of Chapter 6
Focus on...
• The role of Slighcarp and Grimshaw
• Structural devices to maintain the
reader’s interest

Things to discuss
Character: What do Bonnie’s conversations with Slighcarp tell you about
the young girl?
Do you believe Bonnie’s an orphan?
How do you feel about Slighcarp and Grimshaw now? What would you
like to see happen to them?
What role do they have in the novel? How do you feel about them? What
do you think their relationship is?
Discuss who you think is the more powerful of the two and why?
Whose side are you on?
Setting: What are your first impressions of Blastburn?
Structure: This section shows many foiled attempts by the girls to expose
Slighcarp and Grimshaw. What does this add to the story?
Language: What does the repetition of the word ‘dark’ suggest about the
new place the girls have been taken to?
Prediction: Who do you think is going to open the door? Why?
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4

Read to the end of Chapter 8
Focus on...
• The presentation of the Briskets and
their school
• How the author advances the plot

Things to discuss

Character: How are Mrs Brisket and her daughter presented?
What is your opinion of these two characters?
Look at the way Diana Brisket is introduced to the reader at the beginning
of Chapter 7. Why did the author reveal her slowly?
How do you think Slighcarp and Brisket know one another?
Setting: How is Mrs Brisket’s school presented?
Language: What does the repetition of the hard ‘c’ sound in Chapter 7
suggest about the place Bonnie and Sylvia now find themselves? ‘She
could hear the mill hooters wail, and iron wheels clang on the cobbles;
somewhere a church clock struck midnight.’
In Chapter 7, Mrs Brisket ‘pushed’, ‘hustled’, ‘thrust’ and hissed at the
girls. What do these verbs suggest about her character?
Prediction: What do you think is going to happen to Sylvia?

You could...
Discuss how Aiken moves the story along. Does she use action, narrative,
dialogue or a mix?
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5

Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...

• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole

Things to discuss

Character: Do any of the characters remind you of anyone?
Did they remind you of any other characters in novels you have read?
How ‘real’ were the characters to you?
How did you feel when you found out Sir Willoughby and his wife were
alive and well?
Was Gripe what you expected?
What role did Simon play in the novel?
Why do you think the wolves did not attack Simon or Slighcarp?
The Wolves of Willoughby Chase is the first novel in a series. Which
characters would you expect to meet again in the sequels? Which characters
would you like to see more/less of?
Settings: What was the significance of the snow in the novel and why did it
disappear at the end?
Why did the author include wolves in the novel?
How did their presence make you feel about Willoughby Chase and
Willoughby Wold?
Did Blastburn remind you of anywhere?
Why do you think Aiken set the story in an alternate Victorian England?
Did the way the orphanage was organised remind you of anything?
Narrative: The narrator was sometimes humorous. Did it fit with the story?
Tell me what you like about the way the story was told.
Whose side was the storyteller on?
Story: What surprised you most about the story?
How important was it for you that the story ended happily?
Tell me what scene you found the most/least entertaining and memorable.
Who do you think the ‘wolves’ in the title of the novel refer to?
What might you change about the story?
What are the key moments in the novel for you?
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After Reading

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Alliteration
and assonance
Aural imagery relies on the effect the sound creates on the reader’s ear,
feeding the imagination and completing the ‘picture’ you may have in
your mind of a scene, setting or person. Write a paragraph for a story
using alliteration and assonance to bring alive the sounds of the scene or to
influence the mood of the piece. Possible locations could be a lonely wood,
an abandoned house or a busy street.

Dark and
dangerous
The wolves appear as a real danger only twice in the novel - when they crash
through the train window and when Sylvia and Bonnie are out skating. For
the majority of the story the wolves remain menacingly in the background.
Act out one of the key scenes in the novel and include the wolves,
complete with wolf masks, lurking around outside the action. How does
their presence make you feel as an actor or as a member of the audience?
Consider what other points in the novel you would have the wolves on stage
if you were to dramatise the novel and explain why.
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Predator
or prey?

How do wolves move? Explore how their movements change
when they are hunting for food or face a threat. Create a sequence
of individual physical movements to represent a wolf, share your
ideas with a partner and develop a movement sequence together.
Create a sequence as a larger group to represent a pack of
wolves. Rehearse your work and share with an audience, adding
atmospheric music, lighting or masks if possible.

The truth
about wolves

Explore how wolves in literature differ from wolves in the real
world. What other stories feature wolves? How are they depicted?
What are your impressions of wolves and where have you got these
ideas from?
Find out about the natural habitat of wolves. Where are they found
in the world today? Are they endangered? Present your findings in a
documentary-style television programme,
‘The Truth about Wolves’.
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Memorable quotes
‘Can this hoydenish creature be my new pupil?’
‘I am Miss Slighcarp, your new governess. I am also your fourth
cousin, once removed,’ the lady added haughtily, as if she found the
removal hardly sufficient.
‘Do not model yourself on your cousin Bonnie, who I believe is a
dear good child but a little wild; give my fond regards to my brother
Willoughby and tell him that I am in the pink of health and amply
provided for; and if anyone except the guard speaks to you, pull the
communication cord.’

‘First, you must take out and crate all these toys. Put them
into packing-cases. They are to be sent away and sold. It is
quite ridiculous to keep this amount of gaudy rubbish for the
amusement of two children.’
‘Excellent. I will burn this will then – there, on the fire it goes
– and you must set to work at once to forge another, leaving
everything to me.’

‘No need to alarm yourself, miss,’ said her companion, looking
unavailingly out of the black square of window. ‘Wolves on the line,
most likely – they often have trouble of that kind hereabouts.’

Before Sylvia realised what was to happen, or had time to
protest, Alice had seized hold of her pretty fair plaits and
lopped them off, one after the other. Then she chopped the
remainder of Sylvia’s hair off as short as possible, leaving it
in a ragged, uneven fringe round her head.

And off she tiptoed, leaving a rose-scented nightlight burning and
the peaceful crackle of the fire to lull them to sleep.

Snow was falling fast out of the heavy sky, the flakes
hurrying down like dirty feathers from a leaking mattress.

‘You have been spoiled all your life, but we shall soon see who is
going to be mistress now. Go to your place and sit down. Do not
speak until you are spoken to.’

Light after light in the windows of the great house
was extinguished, until at length it stood dark and
silent. And though the house had witnessed many
strange scenes, wolf-hunts and wine-drinking and
weddings and wars, it is doubtful whether during
its whole history any of its inmates had had such
adventures as those of Sylvia and Bonnie Green.

‘A masterpiece...a copybook lesson in those virtues that a classic
children’s book must possess.’
Time Magazine
‘May well be the most quietly influential children’s fantasy novel
of its time.’
The Washington Post
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